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Nicholas Hall & Company Presents a Hot Topic Report Focusing on Mobile
Health

Nicholas Hall & Company, dedicated OTC Specialist, provides an introspective on Mobile
Health, a vibrant and dynamic new tool in health monitoring and consumer engagement

UK (PRWEB UK) 17 January 2013 -- A major theme set at the recent Consumer Electronics Show 2013 (CES
2013) was the change in consumer health behaviour and how the public review or regulate their health and
fitness. Our newly published report ‘Mobile Health: A Revolution in Self-Care’ highlights the implications,
both positive and negative, that this evolution in technology is having on the consumer healthcare industry.

CES 2013 proved that Mobile Health (mHealth) is here to stay. With over 215 exhibitors at the show
demonstrating some form of health-based gadget, it is clearly important for health and fitness companies to
understand the trends and consumer interest in the current revolution.

Nicholas Hall & Company’s ‘Mobile Health’ report delves deep into the new ways in which smartphones and
gadgets are allowing consumers to examine and monitor their health, and assisting them in promoting more
positive behaviours. In addition, it considers the wealth of research material that the data-driven revolution
provides healthcare companies, and the opportunities for pharmacies and OTC organisations to take a greater
role in the day-to-day relationship between consumers and their health. As the mHealth trend continues, the
OTC industry will see positive implications.

The report highlights:
• How consumers use mobile devices to aid their health and fitness decisions, prompting changes in consumer
behaviour.
• Consumer interaction with smartphones to diagnose health symptoms, allowing consumer empowerment
without the direct input of healthcare professionals.
• The use of mobile devices as an engagement tool between consumers and OTC companies, following the
increase in health-oriented apps.
• The use of smartphones for shopping and real world interactions, and how data inputted by users presents a
treasure trove of research information.
• How mHealth can complement established practices in the OTC arena, such as Pharmacy Point-of-Care.

As the report concludes: “mHealth is in its infancy, but shows strong potential to radically change the landscape
of medicine.”

Marketers, developers, OTC companies and consumers need to adapt to changing technology. Through
consideration of developments already in progress and looking to future possibilities, the report investigates the
opportunities that mobile health offers to the healthcare industry.

About Nicholas Hall & Company
Since 1978 Nicholas Hall & Company has offered comprehensive OTC marketing and business solutions.
Specialising in OTC, our consultants and market analysts have many years of experience while our
international network of contacts means we can offer strategic advice, data & analysis and competitive
intelligence on a global scale.

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.nicholashall.com/nicholas-hall-reports/reports/item/Mobile-Health/
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Our reports draw on the in-house expertise of our specialist analysts and researchers, on the-ground knowledge
from our Network Partners, and Nicholas Hall’s unique insights, plus the latest sales data from our DB6 global
OTC database. Each title provides in-depth analysis, identifies major trends and developments, highlights
consumer preferences and forecasts future sales.

For more information about the report, please visit:
http://www.nicholashall.com

http://www.prweb.com/disclaimer.htm
http://www.prweb.com
http://www.nicholashall.com/db6-global-otc-database/
http://www.nicholashall.com/db6-global-otc-database/
http://www.nicholashall.com
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Contact Information
Val Tsang
Nicholas Hall & Company
http://www.NicholasHall.com
01702 220 223

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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